We describe an explicit procedure for constructing P based on the prolongation theory of the first part of this paper which involves finitely many steps. We remark that if D is elliptic, so is PoD. These results imply the existence of solutions of analytic equations. If the differential operator D : <@ -^ ^ is analytic and satisfies our regularity assumption, then we can solve the equation J)e = f whenever /'€ ^ is an analytic germ satisfying the compatibility condition for D or, assuming moreover that D is elliptic, whenever f is a 0°° germ satisfying the compatibility condition for D.
This paper provides the basic motivation for some of the results of [2] ; we use the Spencer cohomology of a partial differential equation and the Spencer sequences as a tool in proving our results. Throughout this paper we use the notation and definitions of [2] .
1. COMPATIBILITY CONDITIONS. -We begin by recalling the following result which is easily seen to follow from Theorem 3 of [2] . 
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Clearly diagram (4) commutes. We note that the sequences
, ^ ____.p(/o) ____,T /T^ /^^ T (^ .P^n-^(Pnz(^ ( C \ \ (7) 0---^K^+^+^--->Jk+mQ-^s(^^) ----^•M^l) ---------->3s-m-q{'fm{ { Jl))
are exact for all s^^m-}-q and that the cohomology of the complex
is the same as the cohomology of the complex (6).
If f^S^ satisfies the equation 1)^=0, then J^(D^P/ l )==o and so DI P/*== o. It follows that P determines a linear map P from the cohomology of the complex (5) to the cohomology of the complex (6). We proceed to show that this map is an isomorphism. We consider the commutative three-dimensional diagram (8), where r is an integer such that r^m+?+ 2 ? ^d where 2> denotes the sheaf of germs of solutions eG& of the differential [operators y or <pi. By Proposition 8 of [2] , we choose r such that the commutative diagram -^®*®^,»^.-*--->A^*0<-1^^_.
establishes a similar isomorphism, which we denote by i?. The columns of diagram (8) are naive Spencer sequences and all the rows of this diagram are exact except possibly for the top two rows.
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In order to prove that P is bijective, we need the following two lemmas. Proof. -The conditions on v and w for the existence of u are clearly necessary. Conversely, if they are satisfied, using the exact and commutative diagram
[ 0 it is easily seen that the desired element u of J^+^+/,+^(E) exists. Proof. -The conditions on v and w for the existence of u are clearly necessary. Conversely, if they are satisfied, using the exact and commutative diagram
it is easily seen that the desired element u of ^k+^+i,+r{^) exists.
We now return to the proof of Theorem 2 and show first that P is injective. (7) with s=r, there exists ue^+^+^(<^) with pr(?i)^ ==Jr(/'i). It is easily seen that Du belongs to %*0<^-^+^__i. By the isomorphism %, there exists ^€^*0^+^+^+r-i satisfying Hence Pf=fi. Moreover ^rf= o and so P is also surjective.
Finally, the fact that P is injective and (i) imply that, if fe ^ satisfies D'/'=== o, the solutions of the inhomogeneous equation De =f coincide with the solutions of the equation Die=Pf, completing the proof of the theorem.
